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Christine is recovering from a broken heart and finds solace in helping her adored brother Henry

settle into married life. The "call of the North" tugs at her, making one young man's interest in her

doubly attractive--but also filling her with uncertainty. Is Christine willing to give up her dreams of

living in the North and let God help her choose a lifelong love?
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I have loved this series, as I have loved all the other series I have read by Janette Oke. Her

characters are so real, and although these books were mostly written quite some time ago, they are

as relevant today as in the time they were written. We still face the same questions about our lives,

about God's will and our own, and this is what the main character, Christine, is grappling with. After

making a wrong choice in a relationship, she feels unsure of her own decisions, but ultimately she

has to listen to God to find what she wants. I love how these books draw you in, make you care



about each character, make you think long after you've finished them. I love that they have good,

Christian values and I don't feel awkward with any parts of them. I cannot recommend this book,

and this series highly enough.

I didn't enjoy as much as the first 5. It took almost the whole book before Christine thought that she

could love somebody else other then Boyd from book 5. She really didn't give Maurice Laray a

chance to show his love for her. She kind of left him out in the cold. Also with Henry it was never

brought out where in the south he was stationed. I wish Janette Oke had written another before

book 5 and 6 about Henry and Christine's growing up years with Wynn and Elizabeth. It was never

told how Christine came to be living with Wynn and Elizabeth just that she came to them at 4 years

old. There seemed to be to much of a gap between books 4 and 5. I still like Janette Oke books .

But this one left you hanging in mid air as far as Eric and Christine relationship ends up going. I was

hoping to see a marriage at the end. It was nice to finish a series finally.

SPOILER AHEAD. There is a joke... A blonde wants to win the lotto and keeps praying to God day

in day out...."please God... Let me win lotto"... For months the blonde prayed till finally In frustration

God cries out "Sweetie, work with me here.. Buy a ticket" Through the whole book this Christine

yearns for the North and the country and God put Laray in her life who would give her the life she

ached for, shared her faith and loved her and she cared for him as much as she seemed to care for

the city doctor. I was disappointed in this book and can only hope that Dr Eric meets an early

demise and she crosses paths with Laray again. I found the ending to be more a set up for another

heartbreak for Christine than a happy ending. I wanted to like this book but the ending didn't ring

true.

I think this is an excellent book. I love the development of Christine's character and how she grows

in faith after the bad ending with Boyd, who is not a Christian. Their broken engagement stills

haunts Christine and makes it hard for her to love again. She learns, because of a change of

location, how to trust a man again and believe he will not break her heart. This book revolves again

around the characters of Wynn, Elizabeth, Henry, Christine and their extended family in Canada.

Christine in given another chance at love. This is stretched out to the end of the book. It is only at

the end when Christine gives in to love again. She learns a hard life lesson and all who read this

learn that lesson as well. I hated for this book to end because it ended the story of the Delaney

family.After 6 books in developing this story of the Delaneys, I found it hard to read this knowing it



was the last. When you read a series like this, it is so easy to develop an attachment to the

characters. I found with each book that I could hardly wait to read the next one and when I was

finished with them all I was sad to see the story end. This is a great book and one I will probably

read again some day.

It is a cute book. I remember reading this series when I was about twelve and I wanted to see how

they held up.The answer is, they don't. The characters are okay and Oak really tries to add some

depth but its predictable. I'm not into christian lit so the constant 'let god take care of it'' and the

woman being subservient to their husbands theme tires me out. The character's treat each other

fine but they are very one dimensional. They will fall in love, get married, and trust in god.

Janette Oke is a long time favorite of mine and all of her books are wonderful!!!

Such a good Christian author. Jr High and up will enjoy this series.

I've watched the Hallmark TV series "When Calls the Heart" and I have enjoyed it but the show

does not hold a candle to the books. Obviously, from the title, I realized this series of books was

going to deal affairs of the heart, but it was far more than a series pertaining to romance. It had

much deeper meaning. I enjoyed visiting with the characters as their relationships with the Lord Our

God, Our Heavenly Father unfolded.
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